This map delineates volcano −hazard zones that could be affected by future eruptions
and other hazardous volcanic events in the Three Sisters region. As described in the
accompanying report, eruptions at the composite volcanoes, including South and Middle
Sister, are characterized by explosive venting of tephra, generation of pyroclastic
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flows, and extrusion of lava flows. Pyroclastic flows can melt snow and ice to produce

Areas subject to rapidly moving, devastating pyroclastic flows,
debris avalanches, and lahars [3], some of which could reach the
hazard −zone boundary in less than a few minutes. Areas are also
subject to ballistic projectiles and lava flows. Several valleys
that drain high peaks are also subject to small lahars generated
by failure of glacial moraine dams that impound small lakes [4]

lahars and floods. Tephra fall from a volcano in the Three Sisters region or one of
the other volcanic centers in the Cascade Range can blanket areas far downwind from
vents (see

below). Landslides on the high peaks in the

Three Sisters region can be triggered by eruptions, but can also occur without eruptive
activity. Such landslides, called debris avalanches, can also transform into lahars that
surge further downstream. In addition to the composite volcanoes, scores of mafic
volcanoes [2] ,1 including Mount Washington, Belknap Crater, and Mount Bachelor, are
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Valleys heading on high peaks of the Three Sisters region that are subject to
lahars generated by pyroclastic flows and to debris avalanches and lahars
originating on steep upper volcano flanks. Distal hazard zones are subdivided
into three nested zones on the basis of a range of hypothetical lahar volumes
and associated ranges of lahar probability [5]. Because large lahars are less
likely to occur than are small lahars, the nested distal hazard zones show that
the likelihood of lahar inundation decreases as distances from volcanoes and
elevations above valley floors increase.
20 million cubic meter hypothetical lahar

scattered throughout the region and define a broad lava −flow hazard zone within which
a new mafic volcano could erupt and generate chiefly tephra falls and lava flows.

100 million cubic meter hypothetical lahar

Rather, the degree of hazard decreases gradually in a down −valley direction and,

500 million cubic meter hypothetical lahar

for various types of flows, more rapidly as elevation above valley floors increases.
Rare eruptions of much greater magnitude than those used to define the hazard zones
on this map have originated during the past one −half million years in the area occupied
by the Three Sisters and Broken Top. Such an eruption today would seriously affect much
of the region, including Bend and Sisters, but the annual probability of such great

Area that could be affected by eruptions of mafic volcanoes [2].
Hazards include localized thick tephra fall, ballistics, and
pyroclastic flows near vents, and lava flows that typically travel
less than 10 to 15 kilometers (6 to 9 miles), but rarely 15 to 20
kilometers (9 to 12 miles)
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eruptions is very low, less than 1 in 100,000.
1

Numerals in brackets refer to end notes in report.
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(2) Annual probability of the deposition of 10 centimeters
(4 inches) or more of tephra from any of the major Cascade
volcanoes.

(1) Annual probability of the deposition of 1 centimeter
(0.4 inches) or more of tephra from any of the major Cascade
volcanoes.
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